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Coupling between protein and hydration water
dynamics

As molecular workhorses, proteins fulfill a multitude of tasks that keep the complex machinery in biological
cells alive. In order to be biologically active, most soluble proteins require their surface to be covered with
water. This so-called hydration water is generally acknowledged to enable a protein to undergo the internal
motions that are so fundamental for its capacity to fulfill a specific biological function. Incoherent neutron
scattering (INS) in combination with selective deuterium labelling is a powerful tool that puts the focus either
on protein or on water motions on the ns-ps time scale and allows their dynamic coupling to be studied. In
particular, it is the translational diffusion of hydration-water molecules on the protein surface that enables
functionally-relevant motions [1]. We have recently started focusing on the hydration-water dynamics of
those proteins that can form the pathological fibers involved in so-called protein aggregation diseases, such as
tau (Alzheimer’s) and α-synuclein (Parkinson’s). So far, evidence has been found that hydrationwatermobility
is enhanced around tau amyloid fibers, a finding that identifies hydration water entropy as a potentially
universal driving force behind fiber formation [2].
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